Lateralizing value of behavioral arrest in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy.
Analysis of ictal semiology is essential to presurgical evaluation of patients with epilepsy. To assess the localizing value of behavioral arrest in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), we analyzed 107 video/EEG monitoring-documented seizures of 107 adult patients with TLE for a set of defined seizure phenomena with respect to frequency and sequence of occurrence in relation to epileptogenic (mesial vs extramesial, left vs right) origin. Behavioral arrest was observed more frequently in left-sided temporal seizures: 25.7% of left-sided mesial seizures and 25.0% of left-sided extramesial seizures exhibited behavioral arrest, whereas only 3.4% of right-sided mesial seizures and 10.5% of right-sided extramesial seizures were associated with behavioral arrest. In addition, occurence of behavioral arrest within the sequence of seizure phenomena was remarkably consistent, being observed mainly as the first apparent feature of seizure onset. Thus, behavioral arrest is a valuable early indicator of a left-sided temporal epileptogenic focus in adult patients with TLE.